We study the stochastic quantization of Non-Abelian Antisymmetric Tensor Fields as Reducible Gauge Theories. Then we prove that the fictitious time divergent longitudinal component reproduces the so-called Faddeev-Popov ghost effects from i-loop contributions. § 1. Introduction A Stochastic Quantization Method (in short, SQM)l) was first introduced by Parisi and Wu 2 ) as the third quantization method of gauge theories. Their statement is as follows: In this scheme there is no need to fix the gauge degrees of freedom, i.e., no need to introduce any artificial auxiliary fields (ghost and multiplier fields). It is the main advantage of the SQM. It is essentially governed by equivalent two descriptions, one is based on the Langevin equation, and the other is on the Fokker-Planck equation. The Langevin equation
which describes a hypothetical process of a field ¢(x, t) with respect to an additional fictitious-time t is suitable for numerical calculations and perturbative analyses.
The expectation value < . > is calculated from the correlations of the random noise 7J(x, t) with a gaussian distribution,
<7J(x, t)7J(x', t'»=20(n)(x-x')a(t-t').
(1·2)
The Fokker-Planck equation defines the probability distribution of the field at a given fictitious time t,
P · rdn a
[ aSCi + a Jp
= ) j x a¢(x, t) a¢(x, t) a¢(x, t)
, (1'3) and also the expectation value of an arbitrary functional is given as
</[¢(x, t)]>= fp[¢, t]/[¢(x)]d¢.
(1 '4) It is well known that an n-point function of non-gauge theories by the SQM (both based on the Langevin equation and on the Fokker-Planck one) really reproduces that by the Euclidean path integral quantization method in a thermal equilibrium limit (t->oo),
J 1] d¢(x) ¢(Xl)¢(XZ)'" ¢(Xn)e-S [¢] J 1]d¢(x)e-S [¢]
( [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] It means that there is a manifest correspondence between the stochastic quantization scheme and the ordinary one in this case.
However, when we quantize the (irreducible) gauge theories by this method, we encounter a t -divergent term instead of fixing the gauge degrees of freedom. In fact, when we treat the Yang-Mills (YM) fields, we get a 2-point function as follows:
Here, T pv and LI"v are projection operators of transverse and longitudinal mode, respectively. The second term linearly diverges in the thermal equilibrium limit. This reflects the gauge invariance of the YM-fields. Though this propagator contains a linearly divergent term, the first term converges into an ordinary Landau gauge propagator in t-infinity limit (although the 2-point function is not well-defined, gauge invariant quantity, <F!fv(k)FtlJ'(k'» for example, reduces to a finite form, i.e., there is no divergence). Since this propagator is Lorentz-covariant, it includes unphysical variables. Thus the unitarity of this theory may be broken. If this method is self-consistent without ghost fields, in order to ensure the unitarity, the ghost effects which canoel the unphysical variable contributions must be hidden somewhere. It seems that the linearly divergent longitudinal term plays a role of ghost fields. By calculating the expectation value of the gauge invariant quantity <F!fv(k)FtlJ'(k'» at I-loop level, Namiki et a1.
3 ) have shown that the contributions from the longitudinal internal lines automatically sum up to the expected Faddeev-Popov contributions, while the transverse lines render the standard Landau gauge results. It is not until we consider the longitudinal contributions that we can find the manifest correspondence between the stochastic quantization and the ordinary one.
In general, when we covariantly quantize the so-called reduGible gauge theories (RGT), we have to introduce the "ghost fields for ghost fields", since the primary ghost fields turn out to be gauge fields. This makes the gauge-fixing somewhat complicated. One of the most familiar examples of the RGT is a non-Abelian (selfinteracting) anti symmetric tensor fields (NA-ASTF) theory. It is a 1st-stage reducible gauge theory which needs primary and secondary ghosts to fix the gauge degrees of freedom completely. Several years ago, it was covariantly quantized 4 ), 5) within the framework of the Batalin-Vilkovisky antifield 6 ) formalism. Indeed, the covariant canonical quantization of formalism is also available. But until now, it has not been quantized in the stochastic scheme yet (based on the Langevin equation and also on the Fokker-Planck one). Therefore, it has not been explored whether the longitudinal component of the NA-ASTF has the same property of the YM-fields. Even if the same property exists, it is a non-trivial problem whether the ghost effects attribute to the primary ghosts or to both the primary and the secondary ones. If the SQM is also applicable to the RGT like the YM-fields (irreducible gauge theories), we never mind the gauge-fixing problem, because the ghost effects are naturally included in this procedure without introducing the ghost fields.
The purpose of this paper is to quantize the 2nd-rank NA-ASTF in the 4-dimensional space-time (1st-stage reducible gauge theory) based on the Langevin equation. Then we can analyse the NA-ASTF perturbatively and compare the results by the SQM with those by an ordinary quantization -method. Therefore we can evaluate whether the I-loop longitudinal contributions for the gauge invariant quantity really reproduce the full ghost effects, or not.
Organization of this paper is as follows. In § 2, we introduce the classical action of the NA-ASTF in the 1st-order form, and show the equivalence of the 1st-order and the 2nd-order action. In § 3, we quantize the NA-ASTF based on the Langevin equation, and show the finite parts (transverse parts) of the solutions of the Langevin equations really give the results corresponding to the usual Feynman rules. In § 4, we prove that the linearly divergent longitudinal term reproduces the Faddeev-Popov ghost (both primary and secondary) effects. Section 5 is devoted to discussion. In the Appendix, we quantize the NA-ASTF in the BRST formalism and give the Euclidean Feynman rules. § 2. Non-Abelian anti symmetric tensor fields In Ref. 8 This is a non-Abelian extension of
The Lagrangian (2 ·1) changes by a total divergence under the following gauge tninsformation including a vector infinitesimal parameter t;pa into (2·6), we can retain (2 ·1). This fact represents the classical equivalence of (2 ·1) and (2·6). The gauge transformation is simply
where D" is the covariant derivative with the potential A"a. Gauge invariance is followed from the Bianchi identity c"vP6
Since the gauge transformation parameter is a four-dimensional vector, it seems the number of the gauge degrees of freedom is four. Nevertheless, the true degrees are three. This is just the origin of the so-called "reducibility". In the following sections, we will use this 1st-order Lagrangian. § 3. Stochastic quantization of non-Abelian antisymmetric tensor fields As we consider the Langevin equation, we use an Euclidean action of the NA-ASTF, (3.1)
For convenience, a is assumed to be a real positive parameter which has mass dimension (at least, a is not pure imaginary in order to converge the Langevin equations). This parameter disappears upon integrating out the subsidiary field A"a, by means of the field equation for A"a, Then, we obtain the Langevin equations from (3 ·1) and (1·1), in position space,
or in momentum space,
with the interaction terms, (
Isap.uCk, t)= -~ cp.up<J[Jr bC fd(~~:q Apb(p, t)A<1 C (q, t)o4(k-p-q),

IAap.(k, t)= ~ cp.up<J[Jr bC fd(~~:q AuC(p, t)B%<1(q, t)o4(k-p-q). (3·6)
In (3·5) 7J'!iuCk, t) and ~p.a(k, t) are white noises whose correlations are defined as
We must solve the free parts of the Langevin equations (3·5) at first. Interaction parts (3·6) will be taken in perturbatively. Since we treat the free parts, we suppress the group indices for a while. We can combine the tensor and vector Langevin equations into the simple matrix form,
Here we define this matrix with tensor and vector indices, (3·9) Therefore we get the solution of (3·8) formally, Thus, we may expect the general solution takes this form,
Here Ai is the eigenvalue of (a/4)M. In order to fix the coefficients ai~di of this matrix, we have to calculate the eigenvalues. We obtain the eigenvalues as a 
pV,all /\2.1 P7
Therefore we gain the general solution of (3·S),
or symbolically,
with various Green's functions 
(3 ·17) Here we adopt the initial conditions as B tv(k, t=O)=Apa(k, t=O)=O, because the gauge invariant quantities, which will be evaluated in § 4, are independent of the initial conditions. Taking into account the interaction parts, we finally acquire the exact integral equations, 
and the perturbation of (3'18) we can represent Btv and A/ symbolically and graphically ( Fig. 1) ,
A spiral line is G BB , a left-spiral and right·solid line is G BA , its inverse line is GAB and a solid line is G AA . A cross indicates the vector noise ~ and a box indicates the tensor noise lJ. An encircled A and B are VA and VB, respectively. Because the noise correlations of <lJlJ> and <~D are usually done together, we draw the stochastic diagrams like Fig. 1 . For example, the diagram that GABr; runs parallel with GAA~ indicates GABlJ+ GAAt Hereafter the parallel lines mean the sum of two Green's functions or sum of two propagators. This is done only for simplicity (otherwise, the number of stochastic diagrams would increase).
Cosequently, we can calculate stochastic diagrams perturbatively. First, we evaluate the lowest-order contributions to the propagators (Fig. 2) and compare with the results given by the ordinary path integral quantization method (see Appendix (A·3)).
Here we give some useful formulas for calculating the stochastic diagrams. These are formulas for internal lines with finite fictitious-time dependence, so if we want for external lines, we take the limit t-->=.
I t It' a dr a dr'{GfJ,a,lk, t-r)G:!,pv(k, t'-r')+Gff,rCk, t-r)Gfft.rC-k, t'-r')}·a(r-r') = __ 1_. p .2[ _A{e<-aI4lAllt-t'l_ e<-aI4lAl(t+t'l} Al -,12 pv,M Q'
Al
+ ~~ {e<-aI4lA2I t -t 'l_ e<-aI4 l h(t+t'l} ] +(1-P)pv,P(5 X min(t, t') , (3· 21)
I t It'
a dr 0 dr'{G:J,~p(k, t-r)Gt. It agrees with the result which is gained in Abelian Antisymmetric Tensor Fields (A-ASTF) case with 2nd-order action (2·3). The linearly divergent term corresponds to the gauge degrees of freedom, then the number of true gauge degrees of freedom is three just the trace of (1-P)pJ) ,ap. The transverse part is the Landau gauge propagator C31 =0) in (A· 3). The divergent longitudinal contribution will be evaluated in the next section.
~p(-k, t'-r')+G:JpA(k, t-r)Gt/(k, t'-r')}·a(r-r') (3·22)
(3·22) also gives the propagator
which is identical with the ordinary result. It reminds us that the theory of 2nd-rank ASTF is equivalent to scalar fields theory in 4 dimensions (the number of independent component of nth-rank antisymmetric tensor 
(3·26)
It is identical with the ordinary result. Second we calculate the lowest-order contributions to the 3-point function, i.e., vertex <B~J)(k)A/(p)A/(q». Here we suppress the linearly divergent longitudinal term G BBL =(1_ P) which will be examined in the next section. In order to calculate the vertex, we must compute 36 stochastic diagrams as a whole. By using the notations of (3·20), the symbolized equation for vertex is
where G BBT = (1/(,,11 -,,12) ){ -,,1 2 Pe(-aI4)AI(t-C) + ,,1 1 Pe(-aI4)A2(t-r>}, or graphically (Fig. 3) .
It is apparent from (3·27) that the correlations are all represented as the combination of propagators like GABG BA + GAAG AA . This is just the reason why we have derived the previous formulas and drawn the stochastic diagrams with parallel lines like Figs. 1~4. Using these formulas (3·21)~(3·23), after tedious calculations, we get the result exactly, ;,
From now on, we will calculate the I-loop diagrams including the divergent longitudinal components and show the ghost contributions surely exist. Here we evaluate the total Lagrangian, 2 L= ~ CPvP6B~v(x)F;;6(X)+ ~ Apa(x)Apa(x) , (4 ·1) as a gauge invariant quantity. We will compute the expectation value of (4·1) up to a g2-order, i.e., I-loop order as follows:
Within the expectation value <. > there are 2-point function and 3-point one. 2-point part ~s (4 ·3) and 3-point part is (4 ·4) We will explore them separately. 
2-Point Function
In the lowest-order of perturbation, by (3 -18) the combination of B ~lI(k) and A/(k) of (4-3) becomes
Due to the tensorial property, cPlIP",kp(l-P)PlI,ap=O, the longitudinal contribution CPlIP<1kpGffe,~p does not exist in the external lines. Then we have to take into account the diagrams which have G BBL within the internal lines. Here we calculate five kinds of diagrams (Fig. 4) . The internal lines are expressed in the brackets [-] . 
DA V A [ G BBL ( GABG BA + GAAG AA )] VB( GABG BA + GAAG AA ) , (DAG AA + DBG BA )] VB[ G BBL ( GABG
Then (4·3) with momentum integrations reduces to
Here, A1,2 was defined in the previous section as Adk)=(a/4)((a±j a 2 -Sk2)/2). 1st term linearly diverges, and the remainings are finite.
3-Point Function
The calculations of 3-point function (4·4) are much simpler than those of 2-point one. As we consider the longitudinal contributions, we only replace G BBT by G BBL in (3·27). The diagrams are just the same as Fig. 3 .
This result also consists of a t-divergent term and finite terms. (4 ·9) Now, owing to the symmetry of (kPq)-integrations and (lJPo}summations, the sum of (4·8) and (4·9) makes a simple result,
This result explicitly coincides with"that of the ordinary field theory which is obtained from (A·3), (A·4) and (A·6). The t-divergent terms which reflect the gaugeinvariance are cancelled each other. Thus, the fact that the gauge-invariant quantities do not have any t-divergent terms also holds for the RGT. Note that this result is just from both the primary ghosts and the secondary ones. Therefore we can conclude that up to a g2-order, the SQ of NA-ASTF automatically leads us to the correct Faddeev-Popov (both primary and secondary) ghost effects without resort to any ghost fields. § 5. Discussion
In this paper, we have quantized the NA-ASTF by the stochastic method, and by calculating the expectation value of the gauge invariant quantity up to the 2nd-order perturbation, we have shown that the finite parts of the solutions of Langevin equations reproduce the usual Landau gauge results and the divergent longitudianl parts lead both primary and secondary Faddeev-Popov ghost field contributions. These results indicate that the SQM has the validity for quantization of the RGT. We might conclude that we can use the SQM for any-stage RGT without resorting the artificial fields, because the full (primary, secondary, tertiary···) ghost fields contributions are summed up to the longitudinal component of gauge fields (however, whether the SQM has the validity for topological quantum field theory, for example, topological Although we have examined the bosonic gauge theories, we may expect this feature of divergent term also can be realized in the fermionic gauge theories (supersymmetric gauge theories, etc.). However, the natural prescription for fermions (with spinorial structures) by the SQM has not been established until now.
In general, the covariant quantization of Green-Schwartz Superstring 
